
Scottish Golf Union 

Recently updated is one of the most complete academies in Western Europe. The golf professional was using a launch monitor  

outdoors, but was encountering a common problem of cancelled lessons and club fitting sessions, due to the inclement weather.  

So to resolve this serious issue golf professional Malcolm Harrison commissioned, the Golf Academy house to be constructed 

beside the driving range and installing a state of the art Sports Coach Golf Simulator to give accurate feedback all year round.  

During bad weather and throughout the winter months, the doors can be shut and the heating turned on, enabling the  

GPS Simulator to be used and no clients being turned away.  

The Scottish Golf Union is using the Sports Coach Golf  

Simulator as a means of engaging with Scottish golfers during 

the Scottish Open, this year being held at the Royal Aberdeen 

Golf Club, the 5th oldest golf club in the world. The reason the 

Sports Coach Simulator is chosen, is due to the high levels of 

accuracy the SGU demand and the fact that there a large  

number of well-known Scottish championship golf courses are 

available to be played upon, during the tournament. 

Austrian Golf Club  
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Kokkola Finland 

Kokkolan Golf Club is located on the west coast of Finland, 

bordering the Baltic Sea. The Golf Club has an 18 hole golf 

course, an outdoor driving range, which is thoroughly 

used during the short summer months. The Golf Club has 

sensibly installed an indoor golf academy, to extend their 

members playing time to include the long winter months.  

Giving much better value to their membership, members 

now playing whatever the weather or time of day.  

By having the Kokkolan golf course recreated on the  

simulator, golfers are able to continually practice and  

enhance their playing ability.   
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Last month a sponsors evening was held in an  

executive lounge at the Philips Stadion, In the heart of 

Eindhoven.  So that the first team football players, 

coaching staff, manager Philip Cocu and directors 

could entertain the PSV sponsors, after another season 

in the Eredivise league and in European competition.  

The HD Football Sports Simulator was used to run a 

penalty shootout contest, inside their own virtual 3d 

stadium, which reality impressed. An ideal way for 

any football club to entertain both sponsors and fans 

alike, as well as making stadium tours interactive.  
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Manufacturer of Golf Simulators and GPS Architecture Developer 

During May the Graphics User Interface was completed for the Super Simulator, so that clients can now select both the 

Golf and Multi Sports without leaving the program. This looks very slick and professional, enabling players to choose 

numerous sports to play on the Super Simulator. The Business Plan for the Unmanned Sports Centre has been created, 

from extensive feedback from several clients facilities, throughout Europe. By connecting Multi Sports to the Golf Simu-

lator profitability is guaranteed year round.  An ideal franchise business model for each and every built up location 

worldwide, where sport is popular with all ages groups. The design team are very busy converting the extensive library 

of 170 GPS golf courses, into GSX golf courses, so that the golf simulator remains the world’s most advanced graphical 

enhanced golf engine. As shown in the Ryder Cup Centenary golf course, to be contested on this September.  

Sports Simulator Developments 

The production team have been creating the 3 x HD  

Surround Booth, so clients can now commence installing 

the world’s only 3 x HD Surround Simulator. With the 

HD Sports Simulation which has already been developed 

in the amazing 5760 x 1080 resolution. For single screen 

setups a 4K Resolution 4096 x 2160 has also been  

developed, to ensure the highest level of quality  

offered, although the 4K projectors are still quite  

expensive. The same resolutions are likely to appear in 

the GSX golf engine in the near future. Field Hockey has 

recently been completed in time for the Hockey World 

Cup being held in the Hague. 

Sports Coach Developments 

PSV Eindhoven Hire  
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